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Byzantine Scrims 

Eacν boy needed to ρearn tνe art of tνe sword, wrestρinμ and tνe staff combat from tνe aμe of . 

Epitoma rei militaris , Flavius Vegetius Renatus, Constantinople,  .Χ.  

Byzatine (or Persian Sassanid Swords) two 

handed sword of 1.8m, 6th Century AD 

 

Cato the Elder 

Cornelius Celsus 

Paternus  

Frontinus 

Augustus 

Trajan 

Hadrian 



Spathoverga (Sword staff) 
A weapon  from Crete that its origin had roots in Byzantine empire. 

 

 Chourchouda  

 Chachaloverga 

 Katsouna 

«two came  from behind and recycling me and two in front, 
and hung in my saddle my nice spathorravdin…» 
 
 
 

«During the siege of the City, God sent  an angel to deliver a 
wooden sword to the emperor…» 

Epic of Digenis Akritas,  Α.D.  

Foρπρore de Constantinopρe  
 H. Carnoy und J. Nicolaides Paris, 1894  



The Walpurgis Fechtbuch, MS I.33  

Both Combatants are armed with a sword and buckler. 
These were weapons likely to be used during the period 
due to convenience and size.    

 Both combatants do not wear armour- both 
duel in a civilian environment, as was 
common at the time.  
 

 A monk and a student. Most likely the Monk had  
military experience and became part of the church later  
(as was common at the time both in the Roman Empire  
and Western Europe). 

Ascribed to Brother Lutegerus  

The techniques described by 
Lutegerus, would not assume 
they belong to a German fencing 
school but indicate something 
older, which had existed for a 
longer period of time.   



«The seven wards should begin with Under-Arm;  
The Second is given to the right shoulder, the Third to the left;  

Give the Fourth to the head, give the Fifth to the right side;  
Give the Sixth to the breast; finally you should have Longpoint.» 

        Sixth ward from, S I.  Sixth ward from Hermitage of St. Petersburg 



Second Ward 

From the Metropolitan Museum, 
 New York exhibit . . .  From S I.  



State Art Gallery, Dresden,  

 exhibit  . 
From S I.  

Fourth Ward. 



Half shielding. 

From MS I.33  



Fifth Ward 

Overhead left from MS I.33 Hermitage of St Petersburg  w , 
 probably the Fifth Ward 



• From both cases, there are striking similarities between the techniques 

used in the Eastern Roman Empire and those in Western Europe during the 

Medieval Period. This is based on influencing factors from both the East 

(The Roman Empire itself) and the West (those who served in the Eastern 

Roman Army and took their experiences with them, such as the 

Scandinavians, Rus and Latin mercenaries).   

 

•What’s evident also is the similarity of equipment. Both combatants are 
using bucklers and swords. The buckler had been a common shield in the 

Eastern Roman Empire by the time of I.33.  

 

• From Byzantine illustrations, there are cases of both strapped (with ropes) 

and single-handled bucklers. We can also observe that Bucklers could be 

grasped by both ropes and used as a single-handle. This represents a 

balance between fighting in a formation and in skirmishing/ duelling. 

 

• During the 6th to the 9th Centuries, the role of cavalry in the Eastern 

Roman Empire was given prominence. With this in mind, elite foot units of 

the Eastern Roman Empire were often dismounted cavalry units who used 

strapped bucklers.    



Cross Guard Position 

From MS I.33 From Hermitage of St. Petersburg.  
 



Matches between MSI.33  and «Menologian of Emperor 
Basil II’» 

Premier masterpiece of Byzantine Art signed by eight artists. 
 
The sword of this era is straight, double-edged and single 
handed, is called a spathion. The term is a derivative of the 
Latin term Spatνa , meaninμ sword. However , as witν many 
Medieval swords, Spathions took a wide variety of shapes 
and sizes.  
 
 The executioners in this source are not warriors bearing 
shields but keep the scabbard in the other hand. 
 
In other martial arts in the East, the use of the scabbard is 
important as a defensive weapon which accompanies the 
sword, like a buckler.  
 



«Menologion Of Emperor Basil II’» 

 Second ward, The Second is given 
to the right shoulder  

Third Ward,  

«the Third to the left » 

 Fourth Ward,  

«Give the Fourth to the head » 



Synopsis Historiarum   
John Skylitzes 

Curopalata (Byzantine head of court) of 
The Imperial Palace. 
  
 Great Drungario (commander of a 
formation) of Vigilantes (a specific unit)  
  
 Covers the Byzantine Emperors from 811 
to 1057 
 
 He gives the Wards of Byzantine 
Hoplomachia and how they fought. 



Sword and small shield on   
Ochs guard,  

Giovanni dall Agocchie di Bologna,  
«Three Books on the Art of Defense»  
 Becca possa  named strong guard  



 Here the description by 

Dall'Agocchie of this guard: 

«Head's guard is when the 

armed arm is well straight to the 

right of the enemy's face and 

the sword is set obliquely, with 

the point to the left side; it's so 

called cause it protects the 

upside body's parts».  

        No difference with the 

invito or parry of 5th of modern 

sabre.  



How the Byzantine Hoplomachia arrived in Medieval 
Germany; 

973 “D, tνe ”yzantine princess Tνeopνano becomes Emperor Otto s wife.  
 
 With her migrating also her personal guards who would have conversed and interacted with the 
Eastern Roman Elite Guards, possibly taking what they saw with them. 
 
 890 AD- Prince Peter, tνe son of tνe German Kinμ found asyρum in tνe ”yzantine Emperor s court. 
He later becomes Spatharios and Domestikos of Exkouvitors .  
 
En entire unit of were  the guards of one of the gates of  Constantinople. German warriors. Before the 
Varangian Guard, the Romans had a long tradition of employing Germanic mercenaries as 
bodyguards for the Emperor and were paid directly in coin.  
 
The Varangian Guard, the Elite Guard of the Emperor, consisted entirely of Scandanavians, 
Germanics, Rus and later Anglo-Saxons (by the time of Alexios Komnenos). These were independent 
of the Roman Army and should be seen as institutionalised Mercenaries. Unlike many Roman units, 
their loyalty could be counted on because of the pay they received and their role as elite infantry shock 
troops, means they retained their method of fighting (with Roman equipment).  
 
All these years, various knights and mercenaries who visited the Eastern Roman Empire, often under 
payment for service, would have been influenced by the medieval Greek Hoplomachia and vice versa, 
such as Latin (Norman, Fankish and Germanic) Knights.   
 



Conclusions of Byzantine Armed Combat in the 12th Century: 
1. The Byzantines adopted the Roman Spatha in the 3rd Century. By the 6th 

Century, the term evolves to Spathion. This is also accompanied by and the 
double edged straight swords called Paramerion (at the early period), based on 
it s predecessor the Palash (a single-edged straight blade). 
 

2.This separation formed two different types of swordsman : a) The cavalry and b) 
Foot soldiers. However, in both units, swords were often mixed. 

 
3.In cases such as the Emperor Phokas, the Greco-Roman type of swordsmanship in  

a Phalanx formation was used. 
 
4.They kept the Roman guard positions in formation: a) High guard, b) Middle 

guard, c) Low guard.        
 
5. They trained in the way of Roman swordsmanship, which would have been 

recognisable to the Romans of the 5th Century. 
 
6. Their training was a combination of melee and missiles weapons in the army.  For 

Melee, they used wooden weapons and clubs for weapon exercises, sparring, 
and combat training. 

 
 7. Coming into contact with the Avars, they adopted the curved sword. As a result 

they changed the straight paramerion to curved. When the Byzantines contact 
with the Arabs, the Arabs adopted also this type of sword and begins to be 
predominant in the 10th Century. 



8. The Byzantines used a small round shield which called 
cνiroscutarion , wνicν is a type of bucπρer. These were used 

predominantly by elite and professional units, such as the kataphracts 
and also they used by the nobility. In the Early Period, these units often 
dismounted when they were needed so in battle. 
  
9. In the variety of Eastern Roman swords, we can find swords that could 
be used with both hands.  
 
10. The Art of the Sword was taught by the military instructors and 
officers of the Byzantine Army, and not from freelancer Masters of Arms. 
The Instructors tended to be veterans in the who had military 
experience. The fact the Byzantine Army was an institution meant 
training would often be passed down from generation to generation and 
changing in time, while attaining a similar structure. 
 
11. Roman soldiers practiced daily in sparring exercises with real or 
wooden swords and sparred with wooden sticks or canes.  
 
12. The Akrites (Border Guards or Rangers) used a weapon called the 

δ σ θί /swordstaff. It is similar with the German Dussack. also 
we have a similar weapon  in Italy. The swordstaff survived until our 
present days in the Greek island Crete. This was ideally suited to 
skirmishing and harrassing enemy units, which is what the Akrites was 
used for.  
 
13. Roman soldiers trained in swordsmanship using the scabbard as a 
defensive tool. In places such as Churches, arms were forbidden and 
arms tended to be tied to handles. So some elite warriors were training in 
a combat style that they use the sword unsheathe to trip their opponent.  



The art of swordsmanship at the Byzantine Empire of 
14th-15th century.  

 

The Xifos 
Xifos vary in design but mostly are encompassed with a double-edged blade 
with an acute or blunt tip. Handle vary with the pommel (being many 
different shapes). The Xifos are able to be used for dealing overhand blows 
and thrusts.  
 
Sabers type of swords 
Often have a curved blade, single edged, with an asymmetric grip without a 
pommeρ. It s tνe standard weapon of cavalry and was used in dealing blows. 
 
The Rapiers 
Straight narrow swords, resembling a rapier, with a thin double-edged blade 
and often a guard. 
 
The Pala 
Ancestor of the sabre with a thin and straight-edged blade, with a unilateral, 
symmetrical  and straight handle without a pommel. This was similar to a 
blade in the West known as a Falchion.   
 
   
 
 



 
 
The curved sword 
From the 13th Century, the following appears in Byzantine Iconography with 
increasing frequency: a sword with a characterised single-edged blade.   
 
The curved sword was a weapon designed for cavalry and was used for lateral 
cutting blows. In the book of Chalcokondilis, he did comparison between the 
weapons of central/eastern Europe and those of the Ottomans, Italians and Greeks.  
 
 On Iconography, it seems clear that until the 14th Century, the most popular 
swords in the Empire were straight double edged swords. An Italian version of 
1455 states that curve swords were known to the Byzantines by the name spatas. 
We aρso πnow tνat tνe stradiotti aρso used scemitarre  witν a very sνarpen edμe.  

German Arms 
Surviving samples of several swords, from the 14th and 15th Centuries, bear the 
wolf symbol engraved on the blade. This emblem was used on local productions 
swords to show that they were genuine.  
 
By the 11th Century, the Byzantine Army begins to have influence from Western 
Europe (from both Mercenaries and due to the lack of manpower during the 
reign of Alexios). This is exasterbated after the sacking of Constantinople in 1204 
and the period of the Latin Empires. This can be seen with increasing frequency 
on Byzantine Iconography and equipment unearthed by archeology. 



It s use 
  
Swords were used in various ways, based on what the Byzantines had. Theodore Paleologos lists 
it among the most important weapons and recommends use of the long and short sword.  
 
In the Byzantine chivalric novels, there is a wealth of data on fencing techniques. 
 
 With effort, he atta ked his oppo e t's u kler, with this stro g ar s a d ew weapo . I wielded y 
sword with y stro g ar , a d with power, strike y oppo e t’s u kler roke a d fell i to pie es .  
 
 
In some representations, for example, the method illustrated in which the fingers are placed 
above the the handguard, the ricasso, served to be kept firmly on the sword during battle. 
 
The emperor's sword was the symbol of Imperial Power; it always stood beside him and he 
accepted foreign ambassadors with it in his hand.    
 
The sword was also considered the symbol of the judiciary, the oath on the sword was 
considered sacred.  
 
In the reference of the Fall of Constantinople from Nestor Iskander ,  
the Byzantines used swords were able to cut into two an opponent.  
. 



Tνe Wratν Striπe  and tνe symboρism in ”yzantine art as Tνe 
Striπe of Divine Justice  

This strike comes from the High Guard and strikes the opponent  with a powerful blow.  
It symbolize the Rightful wrath strike, and with this smite the infidel enemy of the empire or the 
evil that have the shape of a dragon or the Satan himself. In Byzantine art this strike is done from 
a Saint of Orthodox Church who is appointed from God to destroy evil.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This attack comes from the High Guard where in German terminology called Vom Tag and it 
means from tνe roof  or from tνe Day  or from tνe Heaven .  
The Heaven as allegory symbolize the Kingdom of God and everything  that  comes from there 
has come with Divine law. 



The defenders of Constantinople in 1453 
 
Strong influence of Italian and German Knights.  
1204 
 The sacking of Constantinople results in an over-reliance of Latin 
Mercenaries and the introduction of Western-European style 
equipment, such as in the Latin Empire of Constantinople. This varies in 
places such as the Empire of Nicea where more traditional equipment 
was predominent. 
 
1424 
 - John VIII Palaeologus, King Sigismund of Hungary, King of Denmark 
all wearing plate armour.    
 - The Giustiniani, wearing a latest type of Italian armor plates and helmet 

type "ferro"(armet). These were extensively worn by Mercenaries but by 
the 15th Century, these would have also been used by Byzantine elite 
units as well.  
- Italian arvaletoforo with the standard array of archers and guards of the 

time. "Raven" (corraca), metal plates covered with fabric. Bring a typical Italian 

helmet arvaletoforo, the "chalet" (salet) 
- The warrior in the center, with the plate armor, is the Emperor.  
- The armor is a center of European origin, with long "skirt" (tonlet) which 

made them unsuitable for riding but suitable for infantry battle.  
- The Romioi escorts the Emperor time Italian armor unprotected leg, wears 

the helmet head "Barbouta" "barbuta" the "Corinthian" type. This is seen in 

the archaeological evidence we have from the Siege of Constantinople in 

1456. 
 



"They had weapons that were used as dictated by nature, and not 

the ability,“- Leonard of Chios 
 
They were armed with swords, spears and shields. Few have bows, 

and there were some professional warriors armpaletes.  
 
Archaeology gives further proof of the warriors equipment of the 

Eastern Roman Empire and its allies.  
 
 Venetian helmets and armor parts found in a crypt in Chalkida 

castle in 1840.  
 
The Byzantines warriors had the same equipment, one that was 

bought for them from the Italians and the Germans.   
 
 Byzantine equipment was not preserved because the Ottomans 

were melted and used to make this other armour and weapons. 
 
 When the German Master of Arms Martin Simper visited the lands 

of the "E pire of the Greeks“, he had spoke  with Ro a  weapo  
masters that serve the Imperial army, who wore this type of 

armours and used these types of weapons. 



The modern statue of 
Constantine Paleologos  

An accurate depiction of Constantine Paleologos, War Museum.  








